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INTRODUCTION 
 
This handbook is designed to provide crew members with background on NorCal AIDS Cycle 
(NCAC), and an overview of crew roles and responsibilities, the day on the route, safety 
guidelines, and tips for preparing for the big event. It provides important information about 
procedures and recommendations for making each crew role a success, and important tips for 
guiding behavior to ensure both crewmembers and cyclists have a safe and successful four 
days. 
 
If you are a crew member, please read this handbook in its entirety. As a crew member, you will 
also receive a Rest Stops & Overnight Guide with more specifics along with this handbook. 
 
NCAC MISSION 
 
The mission of NorCal AIDS Cycle is to support the organizations throughout Northern 
California, with an emphasis on the Greater Sacramento Valley, that are working to end the 
HIV/AIDS pandemic and care for those living with, and affected by HIV/AIDS in our region.  
 
NCAC GOALS 
 

• Raise funds to support HIV/AIDS-related services within the inland Northern California 
region 

• Raise awareness about the benefitting organizations and their services within the area  
• Increase awareness of the needs throughout the community by increasing participation 

in the NCAC  
• Encourage a positive environment for the dignity, quality of life, and acceptance of 

people affected by and infected with HIV/AIDS.  
 
NCAC EVENT 
 
While the focus of the event is the cyclists raising money and riding 300+ miles over four days, 
the role of the crew is pivotal to the success of this entire event.  
 
Our crew is essential to the comfort and safety of our cyclists, and also contributes to the 
financial success of the event through their fundraising requirement.  
 
Being part of the crew isn’t simply helping out. It is challenging your own conceptions, limits, and 
beliefs about what it means to work together with other people.  
 
It is also demanding…expect long hours, hard work, and emotional and mental strain. It is 
possible that you may find yourself working harder than those who are cycling. But, you can 
take the ultimate satisfaction of knowing that through your efforts, you’ve made our event 
possible and made a difference in the fight against HIV and AIDS.  
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Overview of Crew Roles & Responsibilities 
 
 

Crew Role Brief Description of Responsibilities 

Route Marking  First to leave in the morning to mark the route ahead of all 
other riders and crew members  

Rest Stop Team  
 

Set-up and run rest stops for riders and crew, including 
interfacing with host sites, monitoring sanitation, handing out 
food, and checking in with riders  

Lunch Stop Team  
 

Set-up and run lunch stop, including interfacing with caterers 
and host sites  

Water Stop Team  
 

Team typically assigned to another duty (like Rest Stop 
Team) finds an appropriate spot along the route in between 
rest stops to set-up an impromptu water stop  

SAG (Support And Gear)  Vehicles that help keep track of cyclists and keep them safe 
out on the course  

Sweep  The last SAG vehicle, tracks the last riders, picks up any 
signs along the way to leave the route clear  

Moto Crew Motorcycle crew members, typically stationed at confusing 
stops or turns to help signal the riders where to go  

Medical Team  
Team with medical training and supplies that rides along like 
a SAG vehicle, or is stationed at a rest stop, and responds to 
any medical needs  

Sprinter Van Driver(s)  
Van(s) more mobile and able to make shorter trips between 
rest stops sharing supplies and responding to other needs, 
on-call  

Camper Van Driver(s)  Van(s) for holding luggage and holding food or water storage 

Mechanics  Provide emergency and on-demand maintenance help to 
cyclists and their bikes  

Massage/Chiropractic  At the end of each day of riding, are stationed at overnight 
camp to offer sessions of service to participants  

Campground Crew (set-up & cleanup)  

Crewmembers arrive at camp first to ensure luggage is 
unloaded, welcome signs are put up, dining areas are set-up, 
and the first cyclists to arrive are welcomed into camp. In the 
morning, crewmembers ensure camp is cleaned and 
refreshed, and redecorated as needed for returning cyclists. 

Garbage/Recycling Detail Crewmember staffed with ensuring all garbage is disposed of 
properly, recycling is done where possible  

Crew Chief  Organizer of crew support before and during ride, running of 
rest stops on the ride 

SAG Captain  Organizer of SAG teams; travels the route during the event  

Event Coordinator Organizer of fundamentals of ride execution (permitting, 
reservations, equipment, supplies, etc.)  
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Route Marking Crews  
The basis for all routes lies in cyclists having a clear and well-marked route. This is a tough job, 
and vitally important. We need to thank the Route Marking Crew often every day! 
 
The Route Marking Crew gets up and out on the road each morning at least an hour before the 
Cyclists start. The Route Marking Crew is responsible for driving the route well ahead of the 
Cyclists to put route arrows on the ground to mark each turn, put signs up to mark the rest stops 
and lunch stops, and to alert the Route Manager to any route hazards or last minute route 
changes that need to be made. This job requires lots of hustle and motivation to get the route 
ready to go ahead of all the Cyclists. Once the day’s route has been marked, the Route Marking 
Crew will double back and assist with the SAG/Sweep Crews.  
 
SAG/Sweep Crew  
The SAG (Support and Gear) Crews are responsible for keeping track of the Cyclists while 
they’re out on the course. This includes helping Cyclists make it through particularly tricky 
intersections, chasing down lost Cyclists, helping with basic bicycle maintenance, giving out 
extra water bottles and food to Cyclists, and providing transportation to injured or worn out 
Cyclists and their bicycles. Each day, one of the SAG Crews will be designated as the Sweep 
Crew for the day. This crew is responsible for keeping in visual contact with the last Cyclist or 
group of Cyclists on the course.  
 
Each SAG/Sweep Crew consists of two people and must have a vehicle capable of transporting 
at least 2 Cyclists and their bicycles. Basic bike maintenance knowledge and equipment are 
also desired, but not required. Finally, and maybe most importantly, the SAG Crews get to be 
out on the road with the Cyclists, cheering them on and providing motivation through the really 
tough sections.  
 
Rest Stop & Lunch Crews  
A rest stop or lunch stop is positioned every 15 to 25 miles on the NCAC. The Rest Stop and 
Lunch Crews are responsible for setting up and taking down all of these stations each day and 
assisting the Cyclists as they arrive. 
 
These Crews also perform the vital service of helping Cyclists keep track of time and making 
sure that all Cyclists stay on schedule to complete each day’s riding before the course closes 
down in the evening. Each Crew will consist of at least three people and will be assigned to set 
up, staff, and take down one sight per day (usually). 
 
Gear and Campground Crew  
The Gear and Campground Service folks are responsible for transporting everyone’s gear to the 
campground, making initial contact with the campground, and supervising campground clean up 
each morning. These folks also work with the caterers and massage crews to make sure 
everything is set up for the first Cyclists to arrive. This Crew will be riding in the rental trucks 
provided by the NCAC.  
 
Medical  
The Medical Team are key personnel to aid in any non-emergency medical needs, as well as to 
provide important reminders to the riders and crew on how to stay hydrated, how to fuel 
properly, how to practice good hygiene, and how to prevent and treat any common afflictions 
that may be encountered during the ride, such as: sunburns, allergies, asthma, bug bites, 
blisters and chafing, as well as pain relief and muscle recovery. The Medical Team typically 
rides throughout the route like a SAG vehicle, stops at rest stops, and also responds to specific 
calls for help.  
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Moto Crew  
Moto Crew are a pivotal part of the NCAC support team. They play an important role in marking 
the course by positioning themselves at key turns that Cyclists may inadvertently miss to help 
keep them on track. They also are able to move through the route quickly to check on road 
conditions at various places and report back, communicate among Crew, search for Cyclists, 
and ensure that the route is safe for progressing. 
 
Mechanics  
Mechanics provide important service to the entire ride, moving throughout the route to ensure all 
mechanical issues are fixed as soon as possible.  
 
Massage/Chiropractic 
These amazing contributors to the ride experience join up with participants in the evenings at 
camp. They set-up tables for Cyclists (and Crew!) to sign-up for time slots of complimentary 
massage and/or chiropractic service. Plus they can be hired and scheduled individually for 
longer massages for those that desire. 
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Overview of Route Days 
 
Every day there typically will be three rest stops (Rest Stop A, Rest Stop B, and Rest Stop C), 
one LUNCH Stop, and one or two water stops, depending on need. On the route, the rest stops, 
lunch, and water stops will occur in sequence, for example: Rest Stop A, Rest Stop B, LUNCH, 
(Water Stop), and Rest Stop C, (Water Stop).   
 
Although the specifics will change from day to day, each crew will have generally the same set 
of responsibilities each day:  
 
Advanced Route Marking Crew 

• Leave EARLY each morning to start marking the route ahead of Cyclists  
• Place route arrows to indicate all turns and tricky spots on the route, and text message 

back to the Event Coordinator and Route Coordinator to inform them of any obstructions 
or required alterations to the route.  

• Text message the Route Coordinator when each Rest Stop or Lunch location is reached  
• After route is marked, can assist as extra SAG vehicle until time to head to Campground, 

where assisting Campground Services get set-up for the evening, and help CHECK-IN 
RIDERS for the day would be appreciated. 

• Notify via text message when all Cyclists have arrived at camp.  
 
SAG/Sweep Vehicles 

• Early in the morning, according the daily itinerary, report to Gear Trucks to load SAG 
gear for day.  

• Ensure SAG kits are complete, including the following: cell phone, cell phone charger, 
water, medical kit, snacks, bike repair gear, gallon zip lock bags for shed clothing, 
pens/sharpies, roll of toilet paper.  

• Receive SAG assignment for day (which section of riders to supervise).  
• Provide SAG for assigned section of riders (e.g., front of pack, back third).  
• Ensure that all stops made by vehicle adhere to the Safety Rules (see end of document).  
• Ensure that all rest stops and lunch stops made by vehicle still stay with assigned 

section of riders (i.e. don’t be left at lunch while all your riders are at Rest Stop C!).  
• Stay in contact via text message to update Route Captain, Rest Stop Crews, other SAG 

vehicles, Medical, and Event Coordinator, when necessary, on status of Cyclists, the 
event of road hazards (e.g., aerial spraying, sheep in road), or any other relevant 
information.  

• Rinse out cooler, clean and re-stock kit at end of day.  
 
Moto Crew 

• One hour before ride departure, meet with Moto Crew to discuss route assignments.  
• Ensure key points on route are staffed with a Moto Crew to direct Cyclists (and Crew) to 

make appropriate turns. 
• Stay in contact via text message to update Route Captain, Rest Stop Crews, other SAG 

vehicles, Medical, and Event Coordinator, when necessary, on status of Cyclists, the 
event of road hazards (e.g., aerial spraying, sheep in road), or any other relevant 
information.  
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Rest Stop Crew 
• Early in the morning, according the daily itinerary, report to Gear Trucks to load gear for 

Rest Stop  
• Rest Stop A and B, leave morning camp headed for Rest Stop  
• Rest Stop C assist with campground cleanup OR assist Rest Stop A and/or Rest Stop B 

with set-up, as needed  
• Make contact with site hosts, if applicable  
• Set-up rest stops (IMPORTANT: see Rest Stops & Overnight Stays Guide for more 

details)  
• Text message when first Cyclists arrive at rest stop  
• Text message when last Cyclists leave rest stop  
• Cleanup rest stops  
• Once Rest Stops are complete, Rest Stop team may be assigned to set-up Water Stop 

later in the route, or to assist Rest Stop C or Campground Crew  
• At conclusion of the day, ensure all perishable food is put away, rest stop equipment 

(dishes, knives) are washed, coolers are rinsed out, and equipment is re-stocked, as 
possible  

 
Lunch Crew 

• Early in the morning, according the daily itinerary, report to Gear Trucks to load gear for 
Lunch Stop  

• Assist Campground Crew with campground cleanup 
• Work with caterer to have one person bring lunch to lunch site. 
• Go to lunch location (IMPORTANT: see Rest Stops & Overnight Stays Guide for more 

details)  
• Make contact with lunch site hosts  
• Lunch setup and service, as needed  
• Text message when first Cyclists arrive at lunch stop  
• CHECK-IN ALL CYCLISTS  
• Text message when last Cyclists leave lunch stop  
• Cleanup lunch stop after last riders leave  
• Drive to evening stop and check in with Campground Crew  
• Rinse out cooler, clean and re-stock supply kit at end of day  

 
Sprinter Van 

• Be ready to dole out gear to Rest Stop, Lunch, and SAG/Sweep crews by 6:00am  
• Leave morning camp headed for Rest Stop A location with Rest Stop A  
• Help set-up Rest Stop A  
• Drive forward to Lunch Stop to help with set-up  
• Restock Rest Stop A with Water Stop supplies (when they arrive at lunch)  
• Drive forward to help set-up Rest Stop C  
• Drive forward to assist Campground Crew with set-up  
• Drive to evening camp to check-in all Rest Stop, Lunch, and SAG/Sweep crews and 

gear  
• Pack and organize food for next day  
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Campground Crew 
• On first day, proceed to campground to check-in with site hosts, unload luggage, set-up 

dining areas, and get ready for evening program (IMPORTANT: see Rest Stops & 
Overnight Stays Guide for more details)  

• Each afternoon, text message when first Cyclists arrive at camp  
• CHECK-IN ALL CYCLISTS  
• Text message when last Cyclists arrive at camp  
• Each morning, be ready to assist with doling out gear to Rest Stop, Lunch, and 

SAG/Sweep crews by 6:00am 
• On last day, be ready to start loading campground gear by 6:00am  
• On last day, load all campground gear  
• On last day, cleanup campground and check out with site hosts after riders leave  

 
ALL CREW MISCELLANEOUS RESPONSIBILITIES  

• Always keep an eye on Cyclists to ensure they are in good physical (and mental) 
condition to keep riding  

• If you see a Cyclist stopped along the road, use the thumbs up/thumbs down signal to 
determine whether they need help; if they need help, pull off the road in a safe place and 
go back to find out their needs. Text message if appropriate help needed. 

• Maintain text message communication with rest of crew when necessary, on status of 
Cyclists, the event of road hazards (e.g., aerial spraying, sheep in road), or any other 
relevant information  
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Safety Rules for ALL Crew Vehicles 
 

• In an emergency, call 9-1-1 first, then contact Event Coordinator or Route Coordinator  
 

• Unless it is unsafe to pass cyclists when you come up on them, drive at ‘regular’ car 
speeds at all times!  
 

• DO NOT shadow cyclists by driving slowly behind them with your blinkers flashing, trying 
to protect them. This actually makes it much less safe, and much more annoying, for 
them.  
 

• DO NOT honk at cyclists, especially when they’re riding uphill or on a no-shoulder road  
 

• DO NOT touch cyclists while they’re riding  
 

• DO NOT yell at, touch, or throw things at cyclists  
 

• DO NOT try to have a conversation with or hand anything to cyclists from your moving 
car  
 

• DO NOT pass anything to cyclists while they’re moving and you’re standing by the side 
of the road  
 

• When stopping to assist a cyclist:  
o Whenever possible, pull over PAST the cyclists, so oncoming cars from behind will 

see the cyclist, then your car. 
o Pull completely off the road – all tires to the outside of the white lane line  
o Turn on your hazard lights  
o Text message in to Route Coordinator  

 
• If you must communicate with a cyclist out on the road:  

o Drive past them and pull over  
o Get out of your car and signal to them to pull over  
o Once they stop, then have your conversation  

 
• When passing cyclists, make sure to give them plenty of space and pass only when it is 

safe.  
 
• Obey all traffic laws.  
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Tips on Getting Physically Ready for NCAC 
 
The weekend prior to the ride, try to rest and fuel up, just as the Cyclists are! Add to your water 
intake, and try to add an hour to your sleeping time. The Crew role is physically challenging, 
too—you aren’t just sitting in a car!  
 
You may also be tired and a bit dehydrated for a few days after the ride, but the length and 
depth of recovery is directly related to the preventive preparation you do ahead of time. So do 
what you can to take care of yourself early on.  
 
Over time, the following supplies have been found to help make your experience the best it can 
be. Don’t forget to pack:  
 

• Earplugs, to block out all those snoring Cyclists around you  
• Allergy medicine, especially if an Epi-Pen is required  
• Plastic bags, for keeping your daily clothes together, and storing dirty clothes after use  
• Layers of clothing, as it will be chilly in the morning and evening, and will get warmer in 

the afternoon  
• Comfortable, supportive, shoes for working on the route  
• Sunscreen and other protective gear, as you’ll be in the sun more than you realize!  

 
Remember that everything (sleeping bag, towel, pillow, etc.) have to fit into your bag and weigh 
50 lb or less. Being prepared and keeping it simple will help make your NCAC experience 
enjoyable! 


